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Introduction 
 
The Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1), adopted in July 2014, sets out the vision, strategic objectives and the broad spatial strategy to guide future 
development and growth for the part of the Allerdale Borough that lies outside of the Lake District National Park.  
 
The Council is now preparing the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 2) which will allocate the land to deliver the housing and employment growth set out 
in Part 1, updating and reviewing settlement boundaries as part of the process.  
 
Reviewing and updating the settlement boundaries 
 
The Council has undertaken a review of the settlement boundaries for the Principal Service Centres, Key Service Centres, Local Service Centres 
and Limited Growth Villages, involving desk top assessments and site visits to identify physical and environmental constraints that would act as a 
constraint to future growth. The Council has identified housing commitments (approved but unimplemented planning permissions), housing 
completions and new sites for development for inclusion within settlement boundaries.   
 
Taking into account comments received in response to previous consultations, the Council has now reached its final decision on the sites to be 
allocated and the revisions proposed to the settlement boundaries. 
 
The purpose of this document  
 
The purpose of this document is to provide a user-friendly catalogue of the proposed amendments to the settlement boundaries. A brief outline of 
methodology used to undertake the review is detailed below.  For a comprehensive overview please refer to the ‘Site Assessment Methodology’ 
document 2014. 
 
How to use this document  
 
The document should be read in conjunction with the Pre-Submission Document 2018 which sets out the role of the settlement boundaries in 
policy SA2. The proposed settlement boundaries can also be seen in the ‘Map Book’ 2018, which contains proposals maps of the individual 
settlements showing the proposed allocations and designations.   
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Allerdale Local Plan (Part2): Pre-submission Draft Consultation  
(until 16th November 2018) 
 
This Settlement Boundary Review document has been updated as part of the preparation of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 2) Presubmission 
Draft document. 
 
The Council consultation on the Presubmission draft document and associated maps can be viewed online at 
www.allerdale.gov.uk/siteallocations, and also at the following Allerdale Borough Council offices and libraries during their normal opening hours:    
 

• Allerdale House, New Bridge Street Workington 
• Town Hall, Senhouse Street, Maryport 
• Customer Service Centre, Market Hall, Church Street, Wigton 
• Aspatria Library, The Brandshaw, Aspatria 
• Cockermouth Library, Main Street, Cockermouth 
• Maryport Library, Lawson Street, Maryport 
• Silloth Library, The Discovery Centre, Silloth 
• Wigton Library, High Street, Wigton 
• Workington Library, Vulcans Lane Workington 

 
 
At this stage, comments on the Publication version of the document should be limited to whether or not you believe the document to be ‘sound’. 
Further guidance on the tests of soundness and legal requirements is available on our website and at the locations listed above.  
 
If you wish to make a representation seeking a change to the Local Plan (Part 2) – Site Allocations, you should make it clear why you believe the 
current document is not sound, having regard to the legal compliance check and the tests of soundness. Wherever possible, you should try to 
support your representation with evidence showing why the document should be changed. It will also be helpful if you also say how you think the 
text/strategy/policies should be changed.  
 
Representations should be made in writing using the comments form and sent either by email or post to either: 
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siteallocations@allerdale.gov.uk  
 
Planning Policy, Allerdale Borough Council, Allerdale House, Workington, CA14 3YJ 
 
All comments should be received by 4pm Friday 16th November 2018. 
 
If you need any assistance please contact the Planning Policy Team using the above email address or on 01900 878703. 
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Background to the settlement boundary review 
 
The Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1) 2014 presents a settlement strategy for managing housing growth over the period up to 2029. The strategy 
establishes five tiers of settlements based on their size, role and function. The top four tiers have settlement boundaries, which are used to 
manage development and act as the dividing line between the built up area of the settlement and the surrounding ‘open’ countryside.  
 
The Local Plan (Part 1) presents a general presumption in favour of sustainable development within the settlement boundaries of Principal 
Service Centre, Key Service Centres, Local Service Centres and Limited Growth Villages. It presents a presumption against development 
outside the settlement boundaries, unless a need for a location in the open countryside can be demonstrated. Inclusion within the settlement 
boundary does not necessarily mean that a site will automatically be granted planning permission for development; other policies in the Allerdale 
Local Plan and constraints will still need to be considered.  It should be noted that the boundaries are a planning tool and do not necessarily 
define the full extent of the settlement as may be perceived by the local community. 
 
The settlements in the lowest tier of the settlement hierarchy – Infill and Rounding off Villages - do not have settlement boundaries and therefore, 
do not feature in this Review. In these settlements the principal of new housing development is determined against Policy S5 of the Local Plan 
(Part 1) 
 

 

Tier Settlement 
Boundary 

Settlement(s) 

Principal Service Centre Yes Workington 

Key Service Centres Yes Aspatria, Cockermouth, Maryport, Wigton and Silloth 

Local Service Centres Yes Abbeytown , Allonby, Brigham, Broughton (Great Broughton & Little Broughton), Broughton Moor, Dearham, 
Flimby, Great Clifton, Kirkbride, Prospect and Thursby 

Limited Growth Villages Yes Blencogo, Blitterlees, Branthwaite, Bridekirk, Bolton-Low-Houses, Bothel, Crosby, Dean, Eaglesfield, 
Fletchertown, Glasson, Gilcrux, Greysouthen, Ireby, Kirkbampton, Little Clifton/Bridgefoot, Mawbray, 
Newton Arlosh, Plumbland, Skinburness and Tallentire 

Infill and Rounding Off 
Villages 

No Anthorn, Blennerhasset, Bowness-on-Solway, Broughton Cross, Camerton, Crosby Villa, Deanscales, 
Dovenby, Hayton, Langrigg, Little Bampton, Mockerkin, Oughterside, Oulton, Papcastle, Pardshaw, 
Parsonby, Port Carlisle, Torpenhow, Ullock, Waverton and Westnewton 
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The current settlement boundaries were defined in the Allerdale Local Plan 1999 and therefore need to be reviewed. The settlement boundaries 
of the Principal Service Centre, Key Service Centres and Local Service Centres must be redrawn in order to take account of new housing 
completions, commitments and allocations. In the Limited Growth Villages, the boundaries must be redrawn to provide opportunities for small-
scale residential development.  
The guiding principles outlined in the Site Assessment Methodology (SAM) 2014 were used to assist in undertaking the review.  
 
Principle 1: 
a) The settlement boundaries identified in the 1999 Allerdale Local Plan will be used as the starting point for the review.  
b) Revised boundaries will continue to be defined around the existing built fabric of the settlement and where possible will follow defined 

features such as curtilages, walls, hedgerows and watercourses.  
  
Principle 2: 
a) Settlement boundaries do not need to be continuous. It may be appropriate given the nature and form of a settlement to define two or more 

separate elements. 
  
Principle 3: 
Boundaries may include: 
a) The curtilages of dwellings which are contained and visually separated from the open countryside. 
b) Existing Commitments for built development (i.e unimplemented planning permissions) 
c) Buildings on the edge of settlements which relate closely to the economic or social function of the village (e.g. churches, community halls)   
d) Recreational or amenity open space, which is physically surrounded by the settlement or adjoined on three sides by the settlement. 
e) Individual plots or small scale development sites in areas physically and visually related to the settlement.    

  
Principle 4: 
Boundaries will exclude: 
a) Existing employment uses, caravan sites or leisure uses which are detached from and/or poorly related to the settlement pattern and which 

relate more to the countryside. 
b) The curtilages of dwellings which are functionally separate to the dwelling and/or where the land has the capacity to significantly extend the 

built form of the settlement. 
c) Individual or groups of less than 10 dwellings, nearby farm buildings or other structures that are considered to be detached physically or 
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visually from the main built up area of the settlement and which relate more to the countryside. 
d) Recreational or amenity open space that extends into the countryside or primarily relates to the countryside in form or nature 
 
n/b Some settlement boundary modifications involve more than one criteria.   
* denotes that the settlement boundary has been amended because of changes associated with an allocation proposed as part of the site 
allocations process.
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Principal & Key Service Centres 

 
1. Workington 
2. Maryport 
3. Cockermouth 
4. Wigton 
5. Silloth 
6. Aspatria 
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Workington 
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Modifications 
 

ID Reason SAM 
WOR01 Adjustment to include land identified for employment allocation (western boundary amended slightly since PO consultation) * 
WOR02 Adjustment to remove undeveloped coastal open space from settlement 4d 
WOR03 (Harrington site) Adjustment to remove detached school buildings from settlement limit  4c 
WOR03 (Northside site) Adjustment to create small scale potential development site 3e 
WOR04 Adjustment to include existing dwelling 1b 
WOR05 Adjustment to include existing dwelling  3b 
WOR06 Adjustment to include existing dwelling and curtilage  1b 
WOR07 Adjustment to create small scale development site.  Enlarged from original PO - Planning permission granted for 4 2/2017/0003 3e 
WOR08 Adjustment to include housing commitment 2/2012/0411 and adjoining farm. (Whins Farm Estate now built out) 3b  
WOR09 Adjustment to include site identified for residential allocation (High Harrington 1/WOR/056/R)  * 
WOR10 Adjustment to include housing commitment 2/2012/0483 3b  
WOR11 Adjustment to remove open space from settlement limit 4d  
WOR12 Adjustment to create separate boundary for Stainburn.  2a  
WOR13 Adjustment to exclude existing dwellings from settlement limit.   1b  
WOR14 Adjustment to include housing commitment  2/2012/0311 3b  
WOR15 Adjustment to include housing commitment  2/2017/0016 3b 
WOR16 Adjustment to include housing commitment  2/2012/0252 & adjoining dwelling (built out) 3b  
WOR17 Adjustment to create small scale residential development opportunity  3e 
WOR18 Adjustment to include site identified for residential allocation (Stainburn 1/WOR/053/R)  * 
WOR19 Adjustment to include housing commitment 2/2013/0638 3b  
WOR20 Adjustment  to remove open space  4d  
WOR21 Adjustment to exclude waste water treatment works 4c  
WOR23 Adjustment to include housing commitment 2/2016/0657 (area extended slightly to include adjoining property) 3b 
WOR24 Adjustment to remove open space (Croftfield site) 4d  
WOR25 Adjustment to include existing commitment 2/2017/0510 3b 
WOR26 Adjustment to follow natural boundary defining business park, and excluding land of high ecological value associated with reptiles 

, Small Blue Butterflies and linkages to Siddick Pond   
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WOR27 Adjustment to exclude detached group of dwellings from settlement limit.  Further housing possibilities in  
Siddick limited; development focused in Workington and settlements identified in the hierarchy. 

 

WOR28 Adjustment to include site identified for residential allocation (Seaton 1/WOR/064A/R)  
WOR29 Adjustment to include housing commitment 2/2017/0277  
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Maryport 
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Modifications 
 

ID Reason SAM 
MAR01 Adjustment to exclude open space/SSSI/wildlife site and adjoining utility infrastructure from settlement limit 4d  
MAR02 Adjustment to exclude Sea Brows and open space from settlement limit 4d  
MAR04 Adjustment to include housing commitment 2/2011/0382 Amended slightly to include building area only 3b  
MAR06 Adjustment to exclude detached small group of dwellings and protected trees from settlement limit  4c  
MAR07 Adjustment to include housing commitment at Ewanrigg Hall 2/2015/0218 – amended to include adjoining property 3b 
MAR08 Adjustment to exclude open space from settlement limit    4d  
MAR09 Adjustment to include housing allocation amended in size * 
MAR10 Adjustment to exclude open space/wildlife site from settlement limit 4d  
MAR11 Adjustment to include part of land in employment allocation. * 
MAR12 Adjustment to include development plot 3e 
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Cockermouth 
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Modifications 
 

ID Reason SAM 
COC01 Adjustment to include housing commitment 2/2014/0415  3b 
COC03 Adjustment to include housing commitment 2/2014/0381   3b 
COC04 Adjustment to include housing commitment  2/2014/0546  3b 
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Wigton 
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Modifications 
 
ID Reason SAM 
WIG01 Adjustment to include housing commitment 2/2015/0514  3b  
WIG02 Adjustment to include housing commitment 2/2012/0460 (now built out) 3b  
WIG03 Adjustment to include place of worship development commitment 2/2017/0391  3b 
WIG04 Adjustment to include extension to Innovia Films 2/2014/0243  3b 
WIG05 Adjustment to include allocated site  * 
WIG06 Adjustment to include housing commitment 2/2015/046  3b 
WIG07 Include business park and auction mart within settlement limit   1b 
WIG09 Adjustment to include existing housing commitment 2/2016/0249  3b 
WIG10 Adjustment to include housing commitment 2/2011/0143 (now built out) 3b 
WIG11 Adjustment to include housing commitment 2/2017/0587 3b 
WIG12 Adjustment to include housing commitment 2/2017/0396  3b 
WIG13 Adjustment to exclude undeveloped allocation (open countryside)    Would need to be developed as part of a larger site 

due to topography.   
 

WIG14 Adjustment to include housing commitment 2/2012/0837  3b 
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Aspatria 
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Modifications 
 

ID Reason SA
M 

ASP01 Adjustment to include health centre within settlement limit (amended since PO to exclude agricultural buildings, refine boundary 
adj carpark 

1b 

ASP02 Adjustment to create small scale potential development site 3e 
ASP03 Extension to include housing allocation * 
ASP04 Adjustment to include domestic curtilages within settlement limit  3a 
ASP05 Extension to include housing allocation * 
ASP06 Adjustment to include domestic curtilage within settlement limit 3a 
ASP07 Adjustment to include domestic curtilage within settlement limit 3a 
ASP08 Adjustment to include paddock associated with domestic property  
ASP09 Adjustment to include housing allocation  * 
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Silloth 
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Modifications 
 

ID Reason SAM 
SIL01 Adjustment to exclude caravan park lying within flood zone 2 4a 
SIL02 Adjustment to exclude coastal strip  
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Local Service Centres 
 

1. Abbeytown 
2. Allonby 
3. Brigham 
4. Broughton (Great Broughton and Little Broughton) 
5. Broughton Moor 
6. Dearham 
7. Flimby 
8. Great Clifton 
9. Kirkbride 
10. Prospect 
11. Thursby 
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Abbeytown 
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Modifications 

ID Reason SAM 
ABB02 Adjustment to include housing allocation * 
ABB03 Adjustment to exclude agriculture buildings 4c 
ABB04 Adjustment to exclude Grade 1 and 11* Abbey and listed building, and scheduled ancient  

Monument lying on village edge 
4c 

ABB05 Adjustment to exclude land and buildings that are visually detached from the main built form of the settlement,  
also partially within flood zone 3  

4c 

ABB06 Adjustment to exclude modern agriculture buildings 4c 
ABB07 Adjustment to include additional curtilage within settlement boundary 3a 
ABB08 Adjustment to include additional curtilage within settlement boundary 3a 
ABB09 Adjustment to exclude allotment gardens 4d 
ABB10 Adjustment to include additional curtilage within settlement boundary 3a 
ABB11 Adjustment to remove land from settlement limit where it relates more to the open countryside 4d 
ABB12 Adjustment to incorporate full extent of existing agricultural buildings rationalise boundary, incorporating  

additional areas of curtilage 
3a 

ABB13 Adjustment to remove part of former allocation within settlement limit; part of land in flood zone 2 which relates  
less well to Settlement form in this part of the village, and more to the open countryside 

1b 
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Allonby 
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Modifications 
 
ID Reason SAM 
ALL01 Adjustment to remove land from settlement limit; land relates more to the open countryside 1b 
ALL02 Adjustment to include leisure centre and curtilage within settlement boundary 3c 
ALL03 Adjustment to exclude part of caravan site 4a 
ALL04 Adjustment to exclude part of caravan site 4a 
ALL05 Adjustment to include housing commitment 2/2013/0478 (revised -  2/2017/0122) 3b 
ALL06 Adjustment to include small scale development site (commitment 2/2016/0709) 3b 
ALL07 Adjustment to rationalise boundary (slight extension) 1b 
ALL08 Adjustment to include dwelling 3a 
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Brigham 
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Modifications 
 

ID Reason SAM 
BGH01 Adjustment to remove from settlement limit as land relates more to the open countryside 4d 
BGH02 Adjustment to include housing commitment 2/2015/0317 3b 
BGH03 Adjustment to include housing commitment 2/2013/0260 3b 
BGH04 Adjustment to rationalise boundary 1b 
BGH05 Adjustment to extend settlement boundary slightly to better reflect inclusion of dwelling. 4d 
BGH06 Adjustment to include Low Brigham within the settlement limit. 2a 
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Broughton (Great Broughton & Little Broughton) 
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Modifications 
 

ID Reason SAM 
BRN01 Adjustment to include Church Meadows Estate constructed under planning ref 2/2011/0162, housing 

commitment 2/2016/0649, school and playing field, commitment 2/2017/0051) 
3b/c/d,1b  

BRN02 Adjustment to incorporate full extent of existing agriculture buildings and adjoining dwellings 3a, 3c 
BRN03 Adjustment to create small scale potential development site (extended to site boundary) 3e 
BRN04 Adjustment to  include existing housing commitments 2/2010/0759 and 2/2015/0234 3b 
BRN05 Adjustment to  include housing commitment 2/2014/0351 3b 
BRN06 Adjustment to  include housing commitment 2/2010/0357 3b 
BRN07 Adjustment to remove from settlement limit as land relates more to the open countryside 4d 
BRN11 Extend settlement boundary to form rational boundary between BRN04 and BRN03 1b 
BRN12 Extend settlement boundary to include The Lodge at Broughton Park 1b 
BRN13 Extend settlement boundary to include housing allocation and adjoining land adjacent  * 
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Broughton Moor 
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Modifications 
 

 
ID Reason SAM 
BRM01 Adjustment to include housing commitment 2/2014/0868 3b 
BRM02 Adjustment to include recreational field within settlement limit 3d 
BRM05 Adjustment to remove from settlement limit as land relates more to the open countryside  4d 
BRM09 Adjustment to include housing commitment 2/2017/0099  
BRM10 Adjustment to include housing commitment 2/2017/0210  
BRM11 Adjustment to include housing allocation SA23 (1/BRM/005A/R – part or 4/BRM/010/R)  
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Dearham 
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Modifications 
 
ID Reason SAM 
DHM01 Adjustment to include housing commitment 2/2014/0414 3b 
DHM02 Adjustment to include housing commitment 2/2013/0686 (2/2017/0273, 2/2017/0280) 3b 
DHM03 Adjustment to remove from settlement limit as land relates more to the open countryside 4d 
DHM04 Adjustment to remove from settlement limit as land relates more to the open countryside  4d 
DHM05 Adjustment to include additional domestic curtilage 3a 
DHM06 Adjustment to include additional domestic curtilage 3a 
DHM07 Adjust boundary to follow built fabric of settlement 1b 
DHM08 Adjustment to exclude agricultural buildings 3c 
DHM09 Adjust boundary to follow built fabric of settlement  1b 
DHM10 Adjustment to remove undeveloped allocated site 4d 
DHM11 Adjustment to include existing housing commitment for 5 dwellings 3b 
DHM12 Adjustment to include additional domestic curtilage 3a 
DHM13 Adjustment to include additional domestic curtilage 3a 
DHM14 Adjustment to include additional domestic curtilage  3a 
DHM15 Adjustment to incorporate full extent of existing agriculture buildings within built fabric of settlement 1b 
DHM16 Adjustment to remove from settlement limit as land relates more to the open countryside 4d 
DHM18 Adjustment to include housing commitment 2/2013/0142 3b 
DHM19 Adjustment to include housing commitment 2/2014/0913 3b 
DHM20 Adjustment to include dwelling within settlement limit 1b 
DHM21 Adjustment to include additional domestic curtilage 3a 
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Flimby 
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Modifications 
 

ID Reason SAM 
FLI01 Adjustment to reflect boundary of industrial estate.  1b 
FLI05 Adjustment to include housing allocation * 
FLI06 Adjustment to farm boundary 1b 
FLI07 Adjustment to exclude area within flood zone 3  
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Great Clifton 
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Modifications 
 

ID Reason SAM 
GRC01 Adjustment to include established industrial and commercial buildings  1b, 3c 
GRC02 Adjustment to include existing housing commitment 2/2012/0433 3b 
GRC03 Adjustment to include additional domestic curtilage 3a 
GRC04 Adjustment to include existing housing commitment 2/2014/0482 and additional domestic curtilage 3b, 3a 
GRC05 Adjustment to exclude allocated employment site 4a 
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Kirkbride 
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Modifications 
 

ID Reason SAM 
KBR02 Adjustment to include housing allocation (size amended) * 
KBR03 Adjustment to remove from settlement limit as land relates more to the open countryside 4d 
KBR04 Adjustment to include housing allocation  * 
KBR05 Adjustment to remove from settlement limit as land relates more to the open countryside 4d 
KBR07 Adjustment to exclude area of recreational open space 4d 
KBR09 Adjustment to incorporate existing housing commitment 2/2018/0182 3b 
KBR10 Adjustment to exclude existing agriculture buildings within flood zone 4c 
KBR11 Adjustment to exclude existing agriculture buildings within flood zone 4c 
KBR12 Adjustment to exclude tennis courts and bowling green  4d 
KBR13 Adjustment to exclude existing agriculture buildings 4c 
KBR14 Rationalisation of boundary 1b 
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Prospect 
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Modifications 
 
ID Reason SAM 
PRO02 Adjustment to include housing commitment 2/2014/0690 3b 
PRO03 Adjustment to include housing allocation * 
PRO04 Adjustment to better follow defined features and housing commitment 1b 
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Thursby 
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Modifications 
 
ID Reason SAM 
THU02 Adjustment to include residential development 2/2011/0732 3b 
THU03 Adjustment to include housing commitment 2/2016/0070 3b 
THU04 Adjustment to include housing allocation * 
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Limited Growth Villages 
 

1. Blencogo 
2. Blitterlees 
3. Branthwaite 
4. Bridekirk 
5. Bolton-Low-Houses 
6. Bothel 
7. Crosby 
8. Dean 
9. Eaglesfield 
10. Fletchertown 
11. Glasson 
12. Gilcrux 
13. Greysouthen 
14. Ireby 
15. Kirkbampton 
16. Little Clifton/Bridgefoot 
17. Mawbray 
18. Newton Arlosh 
19. Plumbland 
20. Skinburness 
21. Tallentire 
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Blencogo 
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Modifications 
 
ID Reason SAM 
BGO01 Include village hall that is located on the edge of the built form of the settlement 3c 
BGO02 Remove from settlement limit as land relates more to the open countryside 4d 
BGO03 Adjustment to exclude land beyond the curtilage constituting open countryside 4d 
BGO04 Adjustment to include dwelling and associated curtilage within settlement boundary 1b/3

a 
BGO05 Include existing agricultural buildings * 
BGO06 Adjustment to better follow defined features and curtilages 1b 
BGO07 Adjustment to better follow defined features and curtilages 1b 
BGO08 Adjustment to better follow defined features and curtilages 1b 
BGO09 Adjustment to exclude agricultural buildings  4c 
BGO10 Adjustment to better follow defined features and curtilages (amended to include and exclude land) 1b 
BGO11 Adjustment to better follow defined features and curtilages 1b 
BGO12 Adjustment to include housing commitment 2/2013/0811 3b 
BGO13 Adjustment to better follow defined features and curtilages 1b 
BGO14 Adjustment to better follow defined features and curtilages 1b 
BGO15 Adjustment to better follow defined features and curtilages (amended to exclude land as well as include land 1b 
BGO16 Adjustment to follow better defined limits 1b 
BGO17 Adjustment to better follow defined features and curtilages 1b 
BGO18 Adjustment to exclude agricultural buildings  4c 
BGO19 Settlement boundary adjusted  to follow better defined limits 3a 
BGO20 Exclude area of open space with amenity value, which contributes to settlement character and form, relates to open 

countryside 
4d 

BGO21 Adjustment to include additional curtilage within settlement boundary Amended to bring settlement limit back in closer to 
original settlement limit. 

3a 

BGO22 Adjustment to include additional curtilage within settlement boundary 3a 
BGO23 Adjustment to better follow defined features and curtilages 1b 
BG024 Amendment to exclude larger curtilages  
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Blitterlees 
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Modifications 
 
ID Reason SAM 
BLI01 Amendment to remove building associated with camp site  
BLI02 Adjustment to better follow defined features and curtilages 1b 
BLI03 Adjustment for housing commitment 2/2016/0727  3e 
BLI04 Adjustment for houing commitment 2/2016/0759 3e 
BLI05 Boundary amended to incorporate curtilage of existing dwellings 3a 
BLI06 Adjustment to accurately reflect curtilage 1b 
BLI07 Adjustment to remove land associated with caravan park  
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Branthwaite 
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Modifications 
 
ID Reason SAM 
BRW01 Adjustment to include additional curtilage within settlement boundary 3a 
BRW02 Adjustment to exclude agricultural buildings  4c,1b 
BRW03 Adjustment to better follow defined features 1b 
BRW04 Adjustment to include additional curtilage within settlement boundary (amended) 3a 
BRW05 Adjustment to include additional curtilage within settlement boundary 3a 
BRW06 Adjustment to include additional curtilage 3a 
BRW07 Remove from settlement limit as land relates more to the open countryside 4d 
BRW08 Adjustment to include additional curtilage within settlement boundary 3a 
BRW09 Adjustment to include small scale potential development site (amended) 3e 
BRW10 Remove from settlement limit as land relates more to the open countryside 4d 
BRW11 Remove from settlement limit as land relates more to the open countryside 4d 
BRW13 Realign settlement limit excluding land associated with agricultural buildings 4c 
BRW14 Adjustment to exclude detached small group of dwellings from settlement limit 4c 
BRW15 Adjustment to include additional curtilage within settlement limit 3a 
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Bridekirk 
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Modifications 
 
ID Reason SAM 
BRK03 Adjustment to include additional curtilage within settlement boundary 3a 
BRK04 Adjustment to include housing commitment 2/2015/0499  3e 
BRK05 Adjustment to include additional curtilage within settlement boundary 3a 
BRK06 Adjustment to include additional curtilage within settlement boundary 3a 
BRK07 Adjustment to create small scale potential development site 3e 
BRK08 Adjustment to exclude curtilage from settlement limit 3a 
BRK09 Adjustment to exclude curtilage from settlement limit 3a 
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Bolton Low Houses 
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Modifications 
 
ID Reason SAM 
BLH01 Adjustment to include housing commitment 2/2012/0740  3b 
BLH03 Adjustment to include curtilage of existing car sales showroom 1b 
BLH04 Adjustment to better follow defined features and curtilages 1b 
BLH05 Adjustment to better follow defined features and curtilages 1b 
BLH07 Adjustment to include additional curtilage within settlement boundary 3a 
BLH06 Adjustment to rationalise settlement limit adjacent to village hall 1b 
BLH08 Adjustment to include additional curtilage within settlement boundary 3a 
BLH09 Adjustment to exclude curtilage that projects into open countryside 4b 
BLH10 Adjustment to include additional curtilage within settlement boundary 3a 
BLH11 Adjustment to create small scale potential development site 3e 
BLH12 Extension to include housing commitment 2/2017/0388 3b 
BLH13 Rationalisation of settlement boundary 1b,3e 
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Bothel 
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Modifications 
 
ID Reason SAM 
BTH02 Remove from settlement limit as land relates more to the open countryside 4d 
BTH03 Adjustment to include additional curtilage within settlement boundary 3a 
BTH05 Adjustment to exclude agricultural buildings  4c 
BTH06 Adjustment to include additional curtilage within settlement boundary 3a 
BTH07 Adjustment to include completed housing development 1b 
BTH08 Include housing commitment 2/2012/0902 3b 
BTH09 Boundary amended to incorporate curtilage of existing dwellings 3a 
BTH10 Adjustment to include additional curtilage within settlement boundary 3a 
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Crosby 
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Modifications 
 
ID Reason SAM 
CRO01 Adjustment to include additional curtilage within settlement boundary 3a/1b 
CRO04 Adjustment to better follow defined features and curtilage 1b 
CRO05 Adjustment to include additional curtilage within settlement boundary  3a 
CRO06 Adjustment to include site with residential planning permission (2/2013/0468)  3b 
CRO07 Adjustment to exclude land associated with farm yard  4c 
CRO08 Adjustment to exclude allotments from settlement boundary 4d 
CRO09 Boundary amended to incorporate curtilage of dwellings approved at Eastlands Farm (2/2004/0685) 3a 
CRO10 Extend to include additional farm building to better follow defined feature 1b 
CRO11 Adjustment to remove curtilage from settlement limit 4b 
CRO12 Adjustment to better follow defined features and curtilage 1b 
CRO13 Boundary amended to incorporate curtilage of dwellings approved at Westlands Farm (2/2003/1277) 

and curtilage extension (2/2004/0485) 
3a 

CRO14 Adjustment to include additional curtilage within settlement boundary 3a 
CRO15 Adjustment to remove curtilage from settlement limit 4b 
CRO16 Adjustment to include site with residential planning permission (2/2012/0525) 3b 
CRO17 Adjustment to include additional domestic curtilage 3a 
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Dean 
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Modifications 
 
ID Reason SAM 
DEN01 Adjustment to include school building 3c 
DEN02 Boundary amended to incorporate curtilage of existing dwellings 3a 
DEN03 Adjustment to create small scale potential development site   3e 
DEN06 Settlement limit extended to follow better defined curtilage 4c 
DEN07 Adjustment to better follow defined features and curtilage  1b 
DEN08 Adjustment to better follow defined features and curtilage  1b 
DEN09 Adjustment to better follow defined features and curtilage 1b 
DEN10 Adjustment to exclude land projecting into open countryside 3b 
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Eaglesfield 
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Modifications 
 
ID Reason SAM 
EAG01 Adjustment to include additional domestic curtilage 3a 
EAG02 Adjustment to include additional domestic curtilage 3a 
EAG03 Adjustment to include residential development 2/2014/0612 3b 
EAG04 Settlement boundary adjusted for better fit, some land removed 4c 
EAG05 Adjustment to correct the boundary and include completed dwelling 1b 
EAG06 Adjustment to create small scale potential development site 3e 
EAG07 Adjustment include existing industrial buildings and land 3c 
EAG09 Remove from settlement limit as land relates more to the open countryside 4d 
EAG10 Adjustment to incorporate full extent of existing agriculture buildings including old meeting house 4e 
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Fletchertown 
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Modifications 
 
ID Reason Principle SAM 
FLE01 Extension to include Crummock Close, and amendment to exclude highway 4c 4c 
FLE03 Adjustment to follow boundary of curtilage   
FLE04 Adjustment to follow boundary of curtilage   
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Glasson 
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Modifications 
 
ID Reason SAM 
GLA01 Adjustment to exclude curtilage that projects into open countryside, along the course of Hadrian’s wall 

WHS  
4b 

GLA02 Adjustment to include dwelling and associated curtilage within settlement limit 3a 
GLA03 Adjustment to include dwelling and associated curtilage within settlement limit 3a 
GLA04 Adjustment to exclude area of open space at edge of settlement, along the course of Hadrian’s wall WHS 4d 
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Gilcrux 
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Modifications 
 
ID Reason SAM 
GIL01 Remove from settlement limit as land relates more to the open countryside  4d 
GIL02 Adjustment to correct the boundary and follow defined features 1b 
GIL03 Adjustment to correct the boundary and follow defined features 1b 
GIL04 Adjustment to incorporate full extent of existing agriculture buildings 3c,1b 
GIL05 Adjustment to include dwelling and associated curtilage within settlement limit 3a, 1b 
GIL06 Adjustment to better follow defined features and curtilage 1b 
GIL07 Adjustment to include dwelling and associated curtilage within settlement limit 3a, 1b 
GIL08 Adjustment to incorporate full extent of existing agriculture buildings 3c,1b 
GIL09 Adjustment to include housing commitment 2/2015/0191  3b 
GIL10 Remove from settlement limit as land relates more to the open countryside  
GIL11 Adjustment to incorporate full extent of existing agriculture buildings  3c, 1b 
GIL14 Adjustment to better follow curtilage 1b 
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Greysouthen 
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Modifications 
 
ID Reason SAM 
GRE01 Adjustment to include existing dwelling 1b 
GRE02 Adjustment to include existing dwelling 1b 
GRE04 Adjustment to create small scale potential development site 3e 
GRE05 Adjustment to include additional domestic curtilage 3a 
GRE06 Adjustment to include additional domestic curtilage 3a 
GRE07 Adjustment to include additional domestic curtilage 3a 
GRE08 Adjustment to better follow defined features 1b 
GRE09 Adjustment to create small scale potential development site 3e 
GRE10 Planning permission for dwellings 2/2012/0848 3b 
GRE11 Adjustment to include existing dwelling 1b 
GRE12 Adjustment to exclude agricultural buildings  4c 
GRE13 Adjustment to exclude allotment land 4d 
GRE14 Adjustment to exclude agricultural buildings and land 4d 
GRE15a Adjustment to better follow defined features 1b 
GRE16 Adjustment to better follow defined features 1b 
GRE17 Adjustment to better follow defined features 1b 
GRE18 Adjustment to better follow defined features 1b 
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Ireby 
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Modifications 
 
ID Reason SA

M 
IRE02 Adjustment to incorporate full extent of existing agriculture buildings 1b 
IRE03 Adjustment to include additional domestic curtilage 3a 
IRE04 Adjustment to exclude listed building which relates more to open countryside 4c 
IRE05 Adjustment to include curtilage within settlement limit  3a 
IRE07 Adjustment to include housing commitment 2/2014/0124 3b 
IRE08 Adjustment to include additional domestic curtilage 3a 
IRE09 Adjustment to accurately reflect curtilage 1b 
IRE11 Adjustment to settlement boundary to follow features  
IRE12 Adjustment to create small scale potential development site 3e 
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Kirkbampton 
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Modifications 
 
ID Reason SAM 
KBA01 Adjustment to exclude area of land that relates to the countryside and contributes to gap between Kirkbampton & Thurstonfield 4d 
KBA02 Include village hall in settlement 3c 
KBA03 Adjustment to create small scale potential development site 3e 
KBA06 Adjustment to follow defined features 1b 
KBA07 Adjustment to follow defined features 1b 
KBA08 Adjustment to follow defined features 1b 
KBA09 To align with redeveloped site 3a 
KBA10 Adjustment to include additional domestic curtilage 3a 
KBA11 Adjustment to exclude visually detached dwelling  4c 
KBA12 Adjustment to exclude visually detached farm buildings  4c 
KBA14 Adjustment to exclude visually detached farm buildings  4c 
KBA15 Adjustment to include additional farm buildings to create residential development site 3e 
KBA16 Adjustment to follow defined features 1b 
KBA17 Adjustment to include additional farm buildings following defined feature. 1b 
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Little Clifton / Bridgefoot 
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Modifications 
 
ID Reason SAM 
LCB01 Adjustment to include land surrounding the village hall 3c 
LCB02 Adjustment to include housing commitment 2/2013/0554 3b 
LCB03 Adjustment to create small scale potential development site 3e 
LCB04 Adjustment to correct the boundary and follow defined features 1b 
LCB05 Adjustment to correct the boundary and follow defined features 1b 
LCB06 Incorporate existing housing commitment 2/2018/0166 3b 
LCB07 To follow boundary of completed residential development 3a 
LCB08 Incorporate domestic curtilage within settlement limit 3a/1b 
LCB09 Adjustment to correct the boundary and follow defined features 1b 
LCB10 Adjustment to correct the boundary and follow defined features 1b 
LCB11 Adjustment to incorporate church/yard in to settlement linking Chapel Brow with Bridgefoot 1b/3c 
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Mawbray 
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Modifications 
 
ID Reason SAM 
MAW01 Adjustment to incorporate existing residential dwelling 1b 
MAW02 Adjustment to include existing residential dwelling 1b 
MAW03 Adjustment to incorporate full extent of curtilage associated with village hall 1b 
MAW04 Adjustment to exclude agricultural buildings  4c 
MAW06 Adjustment to correct the boundary and follow defined features 1b 
MAW07 Adjustment to exclude area of open space 4d 
MAW08 Adjustment to include commitment 2/2015/0637 3e 
MAW10 Adjustment to correct the boundary 1b 
MAW11 Adjustment to follow highway verge 1b 
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Newton Arlosh 
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Modifications 
 
ID Reason SAM 
NAR01 Adjustment to exclude agricultural buildings  4c 
NAR02 Boundary amended to incorporate curtilage of existing dwelling 3a/1b 
NAR03 Adjustment to include approved residential development 2/2015/0470  3b 
NAR04 Include curtilage within settlement limit 3a/1b 
NAR05 Include curtilage within settlement limit 3a/1b 
NAR06 Adjustment to exclude agricultural buildings  4c 
NAR08 Adjustment to create small scale potential development site 3e 
NAR09 Adjustment to incorporate highway verge 1b 
NAR10 Incorporate existing housing commitment 2/2012/0876 3b 
NAR11 Remove from settlement limit as land relates more to the open countryside 4d 
NAR12 Remove from settlement limit as land relates more to the open countryside 4d 
NAR13 Adjustment to incorporate highway verge 1b 
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Plumbland 
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Modifications 
 
ID Reason SAM 
PLU01 Adjustment to include housing commitment 2/2012/0759 3b 
PLU02 Adjustment to create small scale potential development site 3e 
PLU03 Boundary amended to incorporate curtilage of existing dwellings 3a/1b 
PLU04 Boundary amended to incorporate curtilage of existing dwellings 3a 
PLU05 Adjustment to exclude land which relates more to open countryside 4c 
PLU06 Adjustment to better follow defined features and curtilages 1b 
PLU07 Adjustment to better follow defined features and curtilages 1b 
PLU08 Adjustment to exclude agricultural buildings  4c 
PLU09 Adjustment to include curtilage of residential development (2/2007/0095) 3a/1b 
PLU11 Adjustment to include dwelling and associated curtilage within settlement limit 3a/1b 
PLU12 Adjustment to include dwelling and associated curtilage within settlement limit  3a/1b 
PLU13 Adjustment to include dwelling and associated curtilage within settlement limit 3a/1b 
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Skinburness 
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Modifications 
 
ID Reason SAM 
SKI01 Adjustment to better follow defined features a 1b 
SKI02 Adjustment to better follow defined features 1b 
SKI03 Adjustment to better follow defined features 1b 
SKI04 Adjustment to better follow defined features 1b 
SKI05 Boundary amended to incorporate curtilage of existing dwellings 3a/1b 
SKI06 Boundary amended to incorporate curtilage of existing dwellings 3a/1b 
SKI07 Boundary amended to incorporate curtilage of existing dwellings 3a/1b 
SKI10 Inclusion of housing commitment 2/2016/0118  
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Tallentire 
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Modifications 
 
ID Reason SAM 
TAL01 Adjustment to include housing commitment 2/2014/0408 3b 
TAL03 To incorporate domestic curtilage within settlement limit 3a 
TAL04 Incorporate domestic curtilage within settlement limit 3a 
TAL05 Adjustment to include additional curtilage within settlement boundary 3a 
TAL06 Adjustment to better follow defined features 1b/3a 
TAL07 Adjustment to exclude agricultural buildings 4c 
TAL08 Adjustment to include housing commitment 2/2011/0285 3b 
TAL09 Adjustment to better follow defined features 1b 
TAL11 Adjustment to include additional curtilage within settlement boundary 3a 
TAL12 Adjustment to exclude agricultural buildings  4c 
 


